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The Second Industrial Revolution, also known as 
the Technological Revolution, was a phase of the 
larger Industrial Revolution corresponding to 
the latter half of the 19th century until World 
War I. It is considered to have begun around the 
time of the introduction of Bessemer steel in the 
1860s and culminated in early factory 
electrification, mass production and the 
production line. 
More specifically, it is usually dated between 

1870 and 1914, although a number of its characteristic events can be dated to the 1850s. It is, 
however, clear that the rapid rate of pathbreaking inventions (macroinventions) slowed down 
after 1825, and picked up steam again in the last third of the century.  
The Second Industrial Revolution was characterized by the build-out of railroads, large scale iron 
and steel production, widespread use of machinery in manufacturing, greatly increased use of 
steam power, and by electrical communications. It saw rapid industrial development, primarily in 
Britain, Germany and the United States, but also in France, the Low Countries and Japan. It 
followed on from the First Industrial Revolution that began in Britain in the late 18th century and 
then spread throughout Western Europe and North America. 

The debate among historians 
The concept was introduced by Patrick Geddes, Cities in Evolution (1910), but David Landes’ use of 
the term in a 1966 essay and in The Unbound Prometheus (1972) standardized scholarly definitions of 
the term, which was most intensely promoted by American historian Alfred Chandler (1918-2007). 
However, some continue to express reservations about its use. 
Landes (2003) stresses the importance of new technologies, especially electricity, the internal 
combustion engine, new materials and substances, including alloys and chemicals, and 
communication technologies such as the telegraph, telephone and radio. While the first industrial 
revolution was centered on textiles, iron and steam engine technologies, the second industrial 
revolution revolved around steel, railroads, electricity, and chemicals. 
Vaclav Smill called the period 1867-1914 “The Age of Synergy” during which most of the great 
innovations were developed. Unlike the First Industrial Revolution, the inventions and innovations 
were science-based. 

MEANING OF .. 
LATTER: the second part of a period of time, nearest to the end of it (secondo). 
RATE: the speed at which something happens over a period of time (ritmo, tasso di crescita). 
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PATHBREAKING: pioneering, innovative (rivoluzionario, innovativo). 
BUILD-OUT: work done to expand a system (espansione). 
WIDESPREAD: existing or happening in many places or situations, or among many people (esteso, 
diffuso). 
SPREAD: to start affecting more people or a large area (diffondersi, espandersi). 
THROUGHOUT: in every part of a particular area, place, etc (ovunque). 

PHRASAL VERBS 
SLOW DOWN: to become slower or to make something slower (rallentare, frenare). 
PICK UP STEAM: to improve at a quicker rate (prendere velocità, intensificarsi). 
FOLLOW ON FROM: to happen after something else and be connected with it (derivare da, risultare 
da). 
REVOLVE AROUND: to be based on (imperniarsi, basarsi). 

1. Industry and technology 

A synergy between iron and steel, railroads and coal developed at the beginning of the Second 
Industrial Revolution. Railroads allowed cheap transportation of materials and products, which in 
turn led to cheap rails to build more roads. Railroads also benefited from cheap coal for their 
steam locomotives. This synergy led to the laying of 75,000 miles of track in the U.S. in the 
1880s, the largest amount anywhere in world history. 

1.1 Steel 
The Bessemer process was the first inexpensive industrial process for the mass-production of steel 
from molten pig iron. Its inventor, Sir Henry Bessemer, revolutionized steel manufacture by 
decreasing its cost, increasing the scale and speed of production of this vital material, and 
decreasing the labor requirements for steel-making. The key principle was the removal of excess 
carbon and other impurities from the iron by oxidation with air being blown through the molten 
iron. The oxidation also raises the temperature of the iron mass and keeps it molten. 
Sidney Gilchrist Thomas developed a more sophisticated process to eliminate the phosphorus 
from iron. Collaborating with his cousin, Percy Gilchrist, a chemist, he patented his process in 
1878. His process was especially valuable on the continent of Europe, where the proportion of 
phosphoric iron was much larger than in England, and both in Belgium and in Germany the name 
of the inventor became more widely known than in his own country. In America, although non-
phosphoric iron largely predominated, an immense interest was taken in the invention. 
The next great advance in steel making was the Siemens-Martin process. Sir Charles William 
Siemens developed his regenerative furnace in the 1850s: it operated at a high temperature by 
using regenerative preheating of fuel and air for combustion. Through this method, an open-
hearth furnace can reach temperatures high enough to melt steel, but Siemens did not initially use 
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it for that. French engineer Pierre-Émile Martin was 
the first to take out a license for the Siemens furnace 
and apply it to the production of steel in 1865. The 
Siemens-Martin process complemented rather than 
replaced the Bessemer process. Its main advantages 
were that it did not expose the steel to excessive 
nitrogen (which would cause the steel to become 
brittle), it was easier to control, and that it permitted 
the melting and refining of large amounts of scrap 
steel, lowering steel production costs and recycling an 
otherwise troublesome waste material. It became the leading steel making process by the early 
20th century. 
The availability of cheap steel allowed building large bridges, railroads, skyscrapers, and large 
ships. Other important steel products - also made using the open hearth process - were steel 
cable, steel rod and sheet steel. With large amounts of steel it became possible to build much 
more powerful guns and carriages, tanks, armored fighting vehicles and naval ships. 

MEANING OF .. 
ALLOW: to let someone do or have something, or let something happen (permettere). 
IN TURN: as a result of something (conseguentemente). 
LAYING: the act of putting or fastening bricks or something else in the correct place, especially on 
the ground or floor (posa). 
MOLTEN PIG IRON: a liquid form of iron that is not pure (ghisa fusa). 
SCALE: the size or level of something, or the amount that something in happening (scala, portata). 
VITAL: extremely important and necessary (fondamentale, essenziale). 
REQUIREMENT: something that is suitable in a particular situation (requisito). 
RAISE: to move or lift something to a higher position, place, or level (alzare, aumentare). 
PATENT: to obtain a special document giving you the right to make or sell a new invention or 
product (brevettare). 
VALUABLE: very important (prezioso, importante). 
WIDELY: in a lot of different places or by a lot of people (largamente). 
COMPLEMENT: to make a good combination with someone or something else (completare). 
BRITTLE: hard but easily broken (deteriorabile). 
SKYSCRAPER: a very tall modern city building (grattacielo). 
ROD: a long thin pole or bar (asta, bacchetta). 
CARRIAGE: something with wheels that is used to move a heavy object, especially a gun (carrelli 
trasportatori). 
NAVAL: relating to the navy or used by the navy (della marina militare). 

PHRASAL VERBS 
TAKE OUT: to make a financial or legal arrangement with a bank, company, law court etc. 
(richiedere). 
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1.2 Rail 
The increase in steel production from the 1860s meant that rails could finally be made from steel 
at a competitive cost. Being a much more durable material, steel steadily replaced iron as the 
standard for railway rail, and due to its greater strength, longer lengths of rails could now be 
rolled. Wrought iron was soft and contained flaws caused by included dross. Iron rails could also 
not support heavy locomotives and was damaged by hammer blow. The first to make durable rails 
of steel rather than wrought iron was Robert Forester Mushet in 1857. 

The first of his steel rails was sent to Derby 
Midland railway station. They were laid at part of 
the station approach where the iron rails had to 
be renewed at least every six months, and 
occasionally every three. Six years later, in 1863, 
the rail seemed as perfect as ever, although 
some 700 trains had passed over it daily. This 
provided the basis for the accelerated 
construction of rail transportation throughout 
the world in the late 19th century. Steel rails 
lasted over ten times longer than iron rails, and 

with the falling cost of steel heavier weight rails were used. This 
allowed the use of more powerful locomotives, which could pull longer trains, and longer rail cars, 
all of which greatly increased the productivity of railroads. Rail became the dominant form of 
transport infrastructure throughout the industrialized world, with a steady decrease in the cost of 
shipping seen for the rest of the century. 

MEANING OF .. 
STEADILY: gradually and continuously (gradualmente e costantemente). 
STRENGTH: the quality or state of being strong, or the capacity for exertion or endurance (forza, 
resistenza, robustezza). 
LENGTH: distance or extent in space (tratto). 
ROLL: to lie extended (estendersi). 
WROUGHT IRON: long thin pieces of iron formed into shapes to make gates, fences etc (ferro 
battuto). 
FLAW: a mistake, mark, or weakness that makes something imperfect (difetto, imperfezione). 
DROSS: unwanted material that is removed from a mineral to make it better (rifiuto, scarto, impurità). 
HAMMER BLOW: an event that damages something very seriously (colpo, urto). 
STATION APPROACH: a road, path etc that leads to a place, and is the main way of reaching it 
(ingresso, entrata). 
RENEW: to remove something that is old or broken and put a new one in its place (sostituire). 
AT LEAST: not less than a particular number or amount (almeno). 
PROVIDE: to make it certain or possible that something will happen or be done (consentire, 
provvedere, fornire). 
THROUGHOUT: in every part of a particular area, pace etc (dappertutto, ovunque, in ogni parte). 
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RAIL CAR: a large open container pulled by a train, used for carrying goods, or one of the parts of a 
train where passengers sit (carrozza, vagone ferroviario). 
STEADY: gradual and continuous (graduale e costante). 

1.3 Electrification 
The theoretical and practical basis for the harnessing of electric power was laid by the scientist 
and experimentalist Michael Faraday. Through his research on the magnetic field around a 
conductor carrying a direct current, Faraday established the basis for the concept of the 
electromagnetic field in physics. His inventions of electromagnetic rotary devices formed the 
foundation of the practical use of electricity in technology. 
In 1881, Sir Joseph Swan, inventor of the first feasible incandescent lightbulb, supplied about 
1,200 Swan incandescent lamps to the Savoy Theatre in London, which was the first theatre, and 
the first public building in the world, to be lit entirely by electricity. Swan’s lightbulb had already 
been used in 1879 to light up Mosley Street, in Newcastle upon Tyne, the first electrical street 
lighting installation in the world. This set the stage for the electrification of industry and the 
home. Moreover, electrification allowed the final major developments in manufacturing methods 
of the Second Industrial Revolution, namely the assembly line and mass production. 
Electrification was called “the most important engineering achievement of the 20th century” by the 
National Academy of Engineering. Electric lighting in factories greatly improved working 
conditions, eliminating the heat and pollution caused by gas lighting, and reducing the fire 
hazard. Frank J. Sprague developed the first successful electric motor in 1886. By 1889 110 
electric street railways were either using his equipment or in planning. The electric street railway 
became a major infrastructure before 1920. Household electrification did not become common 
until the 1920s, and then only in cities. 

MEANING OF .. 
HARNESS: to control and use the natural force or power of something (sfruttare). 
LAY: to prepare something for action or operation (gettare, preparare). 
EXPERIMENTALIST: a person conducting scientific experiments (sperimentatore). 
DEVICE: a machine or tool that does a special job (congegno, dispositivo). 
FEASIBLE: possible, doable (fattibile, praticabile, possibile). 
LIGHTBULB: an electric lamp (lampadina). 
SUPPLY: to provide people with something that they need or want, especially regularly over a long 
period of time (fornire). 
NAMELY: specifically (ossia, vale a dire). 
ACHIEVEMENT: something important that you succeed in doing by your own efforts (risultato, 
conquista). 
HEAT: the quality of being hot (calore). 
POLLUTION: the process of making air, water, soil etc dangerously dirty and not suitable for people 
to use, or the state of being dangerously dirty (inquinamento). 
HAZARD: something that may be dangerous, or cause accidents or problems (rischio, pericolo). 
HOUSEHOLD: relating to looking after a house and the people in it (domestico). 
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PHRASAL VERBS 
LIGHT UP: to to give light to a place or to shine light on something (illuminare). 
SET THE STAGE FOR: to to prepare for something or make something possible (gettare le basi, 
preparare). 

1.4 Machine tools 
The use of machine tools began with the onset of the First Industrial Revolution, and greatly 
increased during the second one. Advances in the accuracy of machine tools can be traced to 
Henry Maudslay and refined by Joseph Whitworth. 
In 1841, Joseph Whitworth created a design that, through its adoption by many British railroad 
companies, became the world’s first national machine tool standard called British Standard 
Whitworth. During the 1840s through 1860s, this standard was often used in the United States 
and Canada as well. 
The importance of machine tools to mass production is shown by the fact that production of the 
Ford Model T used 32,000 machine tools, most of which were powered by electricity. Henry Ford 
is quoted as saying that mass production would not have been possible without electricity because 
it allowed placement of machine tools and other equipment in the order of the workflow. 

MEANING OF .. 
ONSET: the beginning of something (principio, inizio, sopraggiungere). 
ADVANCE: a change, discovery, or invention that brings progress (miglioramento, progresso, sviluppo). 
TRACE TO: to find the origins of when something began or where it came from (rintracciare). 
REFINE: to improve a method, plan, system etc by gradually making slight changes to it (affinare, 
migliorare). 
DESIGN: a preliminary sketch or outline showing the main features of something to be executed 
(progetto). 
TO BE QUOTED AS SAYING: to employ someone (essere ricordato per avere detto). 
WORKFLOW: the way that a particular project is organized by a company (flusso di lavoro). 

1.5 Paper making 
The first paper making machine was the Fourdrinier machine, built by Sealy and Henry 
Fourdrinier, stationers in London. In 1800, Matthias Koops, working in London, investigated 
the idea of using wood to make paper, and began his printing business a year later. However, his 
enterprise was unsuccessful due to the prohibitive cost at the time. 
It was in the 1840s, that Charles Fenerty in Nova Scotia and Friedrich Gottlob Keller in Saxony 
both invented a successful machine which extracted the fibres from wood (as with rags) and made 
paper from it. This started a new era for paper making, and, together with the invention of the 
fountain pen and the mass-produced pencil of the same period, and in conjunction with the 
advent of the steam driven rotary printing press, wood-based paper caused a major transformation 
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of the 19th century economy and society in industrialized countries. With the introduction of 
cheaper paper, schoolbooks, fiction, non-fiction, and newspapers became gradually available by 
1900. Cheap wood based paper also allowed keeping personal diaries or writing letters and so, by 
1850, the clerk, or writer, ceased to be a high-status job. By the 1880s chemical processes for 
paper manufacture were in use, becoming dominant by 1900. 

MEANING OF .. 
STATIONER: person who sells writing materials (cartolaio). 
INVESTIGATE: to observe or study by close examination and systematic inquiry (studiare, ricercare). 
AT THE TIME: at a particular moment or period in the past when something happened (a quell’epoca, 
a quel tempo). 
RAGS: old torn clothes (stracci). 
AVAILABLE: something able to be used, or bought, or found (disponibile). 
CLERK: someone who keeps records or accounts in an office (impiegato). 
CEASE TO BE: to stop being (smettere di essere). 

1.6 Petroleum 
The petroleum industry, both production and refining, began 
in 1848 with the first oil-works in Scotland. The chemist 
James Young set up a small business refining the crude oil in 
1848. Young found that by slow distillation he could obtain a 
number of useful liquids from it, one of which he named 
“paraffine oil” because at low temperatures it congealed into a 
substance resembling paraffin wax. In 1850 Young built the 
first truly commercial oil-works and oil refinery in the world 
at Bathgate, using oil extracted from locally-mined torbanite, 

shale, and bituminous coal to manufacture naphtha and lubricating oils. 
Although there were many efforts in the mid-19th century to drill for oil, Edwin Drake’s 1859 
well near Titusville, Pennsylvania, is considered the first “modern oil well”. The first primary 
product was kerosene for lamps and heaters. Kerosene lighting was much more efficient and less 
expensive than vegetable oils, tallow and whale oil. Although town gas lighting was available in 
some cities, kerosene produced a brighter light until the invention of the gas mantle. Both were 
replaced by electricity for street lighting following the 1890s and for households during the 1920s. 

MEANING OF .. 
REFINE: to make a substance purer using an industrial process (raffinare). 
WORKS: activities involved in building or repairing thing such as roads, bridges etc (lavorazioni). 
CRUDE OIL: oil in its natural state (petrolio greggio). 
CONGEAL: to become thick or solid (solidificarsi). 
RESEMBLE: to look like or to be similar to someone or something (somigliare a). 
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WAX: a solid substance made of fat or oil and used to make candles etc (cera). 
TORBANITE: a variety of fine-grained black oil shale, named after Torbane Hill near Bathgate in 
Scotland (torbanite). 
SHALE: clay-rich rock (argillite). 
BITUMINOUS COAL: coal containing bitumen (carbone bituminoso). 
ALTHOUGH: used to introduce a statement that makes your main statement seem surprising or 
unlikely (sebbene). 
EFFORT: an attempt to do something, especially when tis involves a lot of hard work or 
determination (tentativo, sforzo). 
WELL: a deep hole in the ground from which people take water, oil etc (pozzo). 
HEATER: a machine for making air or water hotter (stufa). 
TALLOW: animal fat used to make candles (sego). 
WHALE OIL: oil made from whale blubber (olio di balena). 
GAS MANTLE: a device for generating bright white light when heated by a flame (lampada a gas). 
HOUSEHOLD: all the people who live in one house (famiglia). 

PHRASAL VERBS 
SET UP: to start a company, organization, committee etc (aprire un’attività commerciale). 
DRILL FOR: to make a hole in the ground using a drill in order to find something (scavare nel terreno 
per cercare). 

1.7 Chemical 
Synthetic dye was discovered by English chemist William Henry Perkin in 1856. At the time, 
chemistry was still in a quite primitive state; it was still difficult to determine the arrangement of 
the elements in compounds and chemical industry was still in its infancy. Perkin’s accidental 
discovery was that aniline could be partly transformed into a crude mixture which when extracted 
with alcohol produced a substance with an intense purple colour. He scaled up production of the 
new “mauveine”, and commercialized it as the world’s first synthetic dye. 
After the discovery of mauveine, many new aniline dyes appeared (some discovered by Perkin 
himself), and factories producing them were constructed across Europe. Towards the end of the 
century, Perkin and other British companies found their research and development efforts 
increasingly eclipsed by the German chemical industry which became world dominant by 1914. 

MEANING OF .. 
AT THE TIME: at a particular moment or period in the past when something happened (a quell’epoca, 
a quel tempo). 
PRIMITIVE: belonging to or characteristic of an early stage of development (arretrato, antiquato). 
ARRANGEMENT: a group of things that are put in a particular position, or the process of doing this 
(sistemazione, composizione). 
COMPOUND: a substance containing atoms from two or more elements (composto). 
MAUVEINE: also known as aniline purple and Perkin’s mauve, was the first synthetic organic 
chemical dye (porpora di anilina). 
DYE: a substance you use to change the colour of your clothes, hair etc (tintura). 
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ECLIPSE: to become more important, powerful, famous etc than someone or something else 
(eclissare, surclassare, superare). 

PHRASAL VERBS 
SCALE UP: to increase the amount or size of something (aumentare). 

1.8 Rubber 
The vulcanization of rubber, by American Charles Goodyear and Briton Thomas Hancock in the 
1840s paved the way for a growing rubber industry, especially the manufacture of rubber tyres. 
John Boyd Dunlop developed the first practical pneumatic tyre in 1887 in South Belfast. Willie 
Hume demonstrated the supremacy of Dunlop’s newly invented pneumatic tyres in 1889, winning 
the tyre’s first ever races in Ireland and then England. Dunlop’s development of the pneumatic 
tyre arrived at a crucial time in the development of road transport and commercial production 
began in late 1890. 

MEANING OF .. 
RUBBER: a substance used to make types, boots etc, which is made from the juice of a tropical tree 
or artificially (gomma). 
PAVE THE WAY FOR: to make a later event or development possible by producing the right 
conditions (preparare, aprire la strada per). 
TYRE: a thick rubber ring that fits around the wheel of a car, bicycle etc (pneumatico). 

 
1.9 Bicycles 
The modern bicycle was designed by the English 
engineer Harry John Lawson in 1876, although 
it was John Kemp Starley who came out with 
the first commercially successful safety bicycle a 
few years later. Its popularity soon grew, causing 
the bike boom of the 1890s. 
Road networks improved greatly in the period, 
using the Macadam method pioneered by Scottish 
engineer John Loudon McAdam, and hard-
surfaced roads were built around the time of the 
bicycle craze of the 1890s. Modern tarmac was patented by British civil engineer Edgar Purnell 
Hooley in 1901. 

MEANING OF .. 
BOOM: a quick increase of business activity (boom). 
NETWORK: a system of lines, tubes, wires, roads etc that cross each other and are connected to 
each other (rete, sistema). 
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HARD-SURFACED: covered with asphalt or a similar surface (pavimentato, asfaltato). 
CRAZE: a fashion, game, type of music etc that becomes very popular for a short time (moda). 
TARMAC: a mixture of tar and very small stones, used for making the surface of roads (asfalto). 
PATENT: to obtain a special document giving you the right to make or sell a new invention or 
product (brevettare). 

 
1.10 Automobile 

German inventor Karl Benz patented the 
world’s first automobile in 1886. It featured 
wire wheels (unlike carriages’ wooden ones) 
with a four-stroke engine of his own design 
between the rear wheels, with a very 
advanced coil ignition and evaporative 
cooling rather than a radiator. Power was 
transmitted by means of two roller chains to 
the rear axle. It was the first automobile 
entirely designed as such to generate its 
own power, not simply a motorized-stage 

coach or horse carriage. Benz began to sell the 
vehicle (advertising it as the Benz Patent Motorwagen) in 1888, making it the first commercially 
available automobile in history. 
Henry Ford built his first car in 1896 and worked as a pioneer in the industry, with others who 
would eventually form their own companies, until the founding of Ford Motor Company in 1903. 
Ford and others at the company struggled with ways to scale up production in keeping with Henry 
Ford’s vision of a car - later called “Model T” - designed and manufactured on a scale so as to be 
affordable by the average worker. The solution that Ford Motor developed was a completely 
redesigned factory with machine tools and special machines that were systematically positioned in 
the work sequence. All unnecessary human motions were eliminated by placing all work and tools 
within easy reach on conveyors, forming the assembly line, the complete process being called 
mass production (for more details, see Fordism at page 15). 

MEANING OF .. 
PATENT: to obtain a special document giving you the right to make or sell a new invention or 
product (brevettare). 
FEATURE: to include or show something as a special or important part of something (presentare, 
includere, comprendere). 
WIRE WHEEL: wheel with rims connected to its hub by wire spokes (ruota a raggi di filo d’acciaio). 
FOUR-STROKE ENGINE: an internal combustion engine in which the piston completes four 
separate strokes which constitute a single thermodynamic cycle (motore a quattro tempi). 
COIL IGNITION: the electrical part of a vehicle’s engine that makes it start working (accensione). 
RATHER THAN: instead of (piuttosto che, al posto di, invece di). 
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BY MEANS OF: using a particular method or system (mediante, per mezzo di). 
COACH: a large usually closed four-wheeled horse-drawn carriage having doors in the sides and an 
elevated seat in front for the driver (carrozza). 
ADVERTISE: to tell the public about a product or service in order to persuade them to buy it 
(pubblicizzare). 
COMMERCIALLY: produced or used in large quantities as a business (in commercio). 
AVAILABLE: something able to be used, or bought, or found (disponibile). 
EVENTUALLY: after a long time, or after a lot of things have happened (alla fine, infine). 
AFFORDABLE: referred to something that you are able to buy, that is not expensive (conveniente, a 
buon mercato). 
CONVEYOR: a long strip of material (such as canvas or rubber, etc), that moves continuously and 
carries objects (such as packages or luggage) from one place to another (nastro trasportatore). 

PHRASAL VERBS 
STRUGGLE WITH: to try extremely hard to achieve something, even though it is very difficult 
(avere difficoltà con). 
SCALE UP: to increase the amount or size of something (aumentare). 
IN KEEPING WITH: matching something, or suitable in a particular situation (in collegamento con, in 
continuità con). 

1.11 Fertilizer 
Justus von Liebig was the first to understand the importance of ammonia as fertilizer, and 
promoted the importance of inorganic minerals to plant nutrition. In England, he attempted to 
implement his theories commercially through a fertilizer created by treating phosphate of lime in 
bone meal with sulfuric acid. Another pioneer was John Bennet Lawes who began to experiment 
on the effects of various manures on plants growing in pots in 1837, leading to a manure formed 
by treating phosphates with sulphuric acid; this was to be the first product of the nascent artificial 
manure industry. 

MEANING OF … 
ATTEMPT: to try to do something, especially something difficult (provare a, tentare, cercare di). 
IMPLEMENT: to put into effect (applicare). 
COMMERCIALLY: produced or used in large quantities as a business (in commercio). 
PHOSPHATE OF LIME: a chemical compound that can be formed by the reaction of 
pyrophosphoric acid and a calcium base or by strongly heating calcium phosphate or calcium 
ammonium phosphate (pirofosfato di calcio). 
BONE MEAL: a substance used to feed plants that is made of crushed bones (farina di ossa). 
MANURE: waste matter from animals that is mixed with soil to improve the soil and help plants 
grow (concime). 
POT: a container for a plant, usually made of plastic or baked clay (vaso). 
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1.12 Engines and turbines 
The steam turbine was developed by Sir Charles Parsons in 1884. His first model was connected 
to a dynamo that generated 7.5 kW of electricity. The invention of Parson’s steam turbine made 
cheap and plentiful electricity possible and revolutionized marine transport and naval warfare. By 
the time of Parson’s death, his turbine had been adopted for all major world power stations. 
The first widely used internal combustion engine was the Otto type of 1876. From the 1880s until 
electrification it was successful in small shops because small steam engines were inefficient and 
required too much operator attention. The Otto engine soon began being used to power 
automobiles, and remains as today’s common gasoline engine. 
The diesel engine was independently designed by Rudolf Diesel and Herbert Akroyd Stuart in 
the 1890s using thermodynamic principles with the specific intention of being highly efficient. It 
took several years to perfect and become popular, but found application in shipping before 
powering locomotives. It remains the world’s most efficient prime mover. 

MEANING OF .. 
STEAM TURBINE: a device that extracts thermal energy from pressurized steam and uses it to do 
mechanical work on a rotating output shaft (turbina a vapore). 
CHEAP: not at all expensive, or lower in price than you expected (economico, conveniente). 
PLENTIFUL: more than enough in quantity (abbondante). 
WARFARE: the activity of fighting in a war, used especially when talking about particular methods of 
fighting (metodi di combattimento, guerra). 
POWER STATION: a building where electricity is produced to supply a large area (centrale elettrica). 
WIDELY: in a lot of different places or by a lot of people (largamente). 
POWER (VERB): to supply power or energy to a vehicle or machine (alimentare). 
PRIME MOVER: a person or thing that starts something or that has a very powerful influence on 
something (motore primario). 

 
1.13 Telecommunications 
The first commercial telegraph system was installed by Sir William 
Fothergill Cooke and Charles Wheatstone in May 1837 between 
Euston railway station and Camden Town in London. 
The rapid expansion of telegraph networks took place throughout the 
century, with the first undersea cable being built by John Watkins Brett 
between France and England. The Atlantic Telegraph Company was 
formed in London in 1866 to undertake to construct a commercial telegraph cable across the 
Atlantic ocean. This was successfully completed on 18 July 1866. From the 1850s until 1911, 
British submarine cable systems dominated the world system. 
The telephone was patented in 1876 by Alexander Graham Bell, and like the early telegraph, it 
was used mainly to speed business transactions. 
As mentioned above, one of the most important scientific advancements in all of history was the 
unification of light, electricity and magnetism through Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory. A 
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scientific understanding of electricity was necessary for the development of efficient electric 
generators, motors and transformers. David Edward Hughes and Heinrich Hertz both 
demonstrated and confirmed the phenomenon of electromagnetic waves that had been predicted 
by Maxwell. 
It was Italian inventor Guglielmo Marconi who successfully commercialized radio at the turn of 
the century. He founded The Wireless Telegraph & Signal Company in Britain in 1897 and in the 
same year transmitted Morse code across Salisbury Plain, sent the first ever wireless 
communication over open sea and made the first transatlantic transmission in 1901 from Poldhu, 
Cornwall to Signal Hill, Newfoundland. Marconi built high-powered stations on both sides of the 
Atlantic and began a commercial service to transmit nightly news summaries in 1904. 
The key development of the vacuum tube by Sir John Ambrose Fleming in 1904 underpinned 
the development of modern electronics and radio broadcasting. Lee De Forest’s subsequent 
invention of the triode allowed the amplification of electronic signals, which paved the way for 
radio broadcasting in the 1920s. 

MEANING OF .. 
NETWORK: a system of lines, tubes, wires, roads etc that cross each other and are connected to 
each other (rete, sistema). 
THROUGHOUT: in every part of a particular area, place, etc (ovunque). 
UNDERSEA: happening or existing below the surface of the sea (sottomarino). 
UNDERTAKE TO: to promise or agree to do something (promettere di fare qualcosa, impegnarsi per). 
PATENT: to obtain a special document giving you the right to make or sell a new invention or 
product (brevettare). 
PREDICT: to say that something will happen, before it happens (prevedere). 
AT THE TURN OF: at the beginning of, or between two periods of time (all’inizio di, nel cambio di, nel 
passaggio di). 
SUMMARY: a short statement that gives you the main information about something, without giving 
all the details (riassunto, sommario). 
VACUUM TUBE: an electrical valve (tubo a vuoto). 
UNDERPIN: to give strength or support to something and to help it succeed (sostenere, sorreggere). 
RADIO BROADCASTING: the business of making radio programmes (trasmissioni radio). 
SUBSEQUENT: happening or coming after something else (successivo, seguente). 
PAVE THE WAY FOR: to make a later event or development possible by producing the right 
conditions (preparare, aprire la strada per). 
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2. Modern business management 

All these technological inventions, connected to the new factory system, led to modern business 
enterprise. Previously, most businesses were managed by individual owners or by partners, some 
of whom often had little daily hands on operations responsibility. With new types of industry 
requiring expertise in mechanics or engineering, business began hiring professional managers 
with the necessary expertise. The two key-elements to consider in order to understand the 
development of this process are Taylorism and Fordism. 

MEANING OF .. 
ENTERPRISE: a company, organization, or business (impresa, azienda). 
HAVE HANDS: to influence or be involved in something (influenzare o prendere parte, essere coinvolto). 
EXPERTISE: special skills or knowledge in a particular subject, that you learn by experience or 
training (competenza). 
HIRE: to employ someone (assumere). 

2.1 Taylorism: the beginning of scientific management 
Scientific management, also called Taylorism, is a theory of management that analyzes and 
synthesizes workflows. Its main objective is improving economic efficiency, especially labour 
productivity. It was one of the earliest attempts to apply science to the engineering of processes 
and to management. Its development began with Frederick 
Winslow Taylor in the 1880s and 1890s within the manufacturing 
industries. Its peak of influence came in the 1910s; by the 1920s, it 
was still influential but had begun an era of competition and 
syncretism with opposing or complementary ideas. Taylorism is 
often mentioned along with Fordism, because it was closely 
associated with mass production methods in factories, which was 
its earliest application. 
Taylor observed that some workers were more talented than 
others, and that even smart ones were often unmotivated. He 
also observed that most workers who are forced to perform 
repetitive tasks tend to work at a very slow rate: in other words, 
when paid the same amount, workers tend to do the amount of 
work that the slowest among them does. 
He therefore concluded that the work practice that had been developed in most work 
environments was crafted, intentionally or unintentionally, to be very inefficient in its execution; 
and posited that time and motion studies combined with rational analysis and synthesis could 
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uncover one best method for performing any particular task: if each employee’s compensation was 
linked to their output, their productivity would go up. 
In the course of his empirical studies, Taylor examined various kinds of manual labour and he 
discovered many concepts that were not widely accepted at the time. For example, by observing 
workers, he decided that labor should include rest breaks so that the worker has time to recover 
from fatigue, either physical or mental. Workers were taught to take more rests during work, and 
as a result production “paradoxically” increased. Furthermore, Taylor claimed that the work 
should be divided between workers and administrators. One of the tasks of administrators is to 
select the right person for the right job. 

In conclusion, Taylor’s scientific management consisted of four principles: 
1.replace rule-of-thumb work methods with methods based on a scientific 
study of the tasks; 
2.scientifically select, train, and develop each employee rather than passively 
leaving them to train themselves; 
3.provide detailed instruction and supervision of each worker; 
4.divide work nearly equally between managers and workers, so that the 
managers apply scientific management principles to plan the work and the 
workers actually perform the tasks. 

MEANING OF .. 
WORKFLOW: the way that a particular project is organized by a company, including which part of a 
project someone is going to do and when they are supposed to do it (processo lavorativo). 
ATTEMPT: an act of trying to do something, especially something difficult (tentativo). 
ALONG WITH: together with (insieme a). 
WORK PRACTICE: a method of competition, operating policy or business procedure common to 
members of a line of business or industry (pratica professionale). 
WORK ENVIRONMENT: the general situation you are in when at work (ambiente di lavoro). 
POSIT: to suggest that a particular idea should be accepted as a fact (ipotizzare). 
UNCOVER: to find out about something that has ben kept secret (scoprire). 
RULE OF THUMB: a rough figure or method of calculation, based on practical experience (regola 
empirica, regola generale). 

 
2.2 Fordism: the assembly line and the Model T 
At the beginning of the 20th century, only the rich could 
afford automobiles. Henry Ford wanted to change this 
and build a simple, reliable and affordable car that the 
average American could afford. Out of this determination 
and vision came the Model T and the assembly line. 

On 1st October 1908, Ford introduced the Model T. Over 
10,000 automobiles were sold in its first year and by 
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1914 Ford had a 48% share of the automobile market. The development of the assembly line 
increased the efficiency of production and reduced the time it took to build each car. The moving 
assembly belt that Ford introduced into his factory enabled an increase in production. Although 
Ford did not invent the concept, he perfected it.  

Before the assembly line, cars were built individually by teams of 
skilled workmen, this was a slow and expensive process. The 
assembly line changed this and instead of workers going to the 
car, the car on a moving assembly belt came to the workers who 
performed the same tasks of assembly over and over again. 
Thanks to this, Ford was able to reduce the assembly time of a 
Model T from twelve and a half hours to ninety-three minutes. 
Ford also improved the conditions of his 
workers by reducing the heavy turnover 
in many departments. He believed that 

efficiency would be increased by hiring and keeping the best workers. In 
1914, Ford introduced a minimum daily wage of 5 dollars, doubling the 
salary of most of his workers. Paying his workers more also meant that 
they could afford to buy the cars they were producing (in 1908 a Model T 
cost $825, in 1916 only $360) and that Henry could poach the best 
workers. By 1932, Ford was manufacturing one third of all the world’s 
automobiles. Henry Ford’s two innovations, the Model T and the assembly line, revolutionized 
American society and shaped the world we live in today. 

MEANING OF .. 
AFFORD: to have enough money to buy or pay for something (potersi permettere di acquistare qualcosa).  
RELIABLE: someone or something that is reliable can be trusted or depended on (affidabile). 
ASSEMBLY LINE: a system for making things in a factory in which the products move past a line of 
workers who each make or check one part (catena di montaggio). 
MOVING ASSEMBLY BELT: a long continuous moving band of rubber, cloth or metal, used in a 
factory to move things from one place to another and to assemble them (nastro trasportatore). 
SKILLED: someone who has the training and experience that is needed to do something well (abile, 
esperto, qualificato). Skilled workman: operaio specializzato. 
PERFORM: to do something, especially something difficult or useful (compiere, portare a termine). 
TASK: a piece of work that must be done, especially one that is difficult or unpleasant or that must 
be done regularly (compito, lavoro, mansione, incarico). 
TURNOVER: the rate at which people leave an organization and are replaced by others 
(avvicendamento, ricambio). 
HIRE: to employ someone (assumere). 
WAGE: money you earn that is paid according to the number of hours, days or weeks that you work 
(salario, stipendio). 
POACH: to persuade someone who belongs to another organization to leave it and join yours, 
especially in a secret or dishonest way (convincere qualcuno, anche in maniera disonesta, a lasciare la 
concorrenza e lavorare per te).
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